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The social media landscape is constantly evolving. 
As the months go by, fresh ad formats rear their 
head, new platforms emerge, while the user bases 
continue to scale dizzying heights.

The paid element of social media is becoming an ever-increasing part of the brand’s overall marketing 

strategy, and the purpose of social channels for these groups has developed; from aiming for likes 

and comments on their content, to full marketing campaigns that help achieve a wide range of 

business objectives. 

The importance of social media as an channel has never been clearer than it is now, with spend in 2015 

up 45% year on year within the UK, rising to a total of £16.02 billion worldwide in that same period.

It has earned its place in every marketing strategy and throughout the funnel, but the real growth has 

come as a result of spend on direct response formats. It took a long time for Twitter and Facebook 

to refine their offerings in this highly measurable opportunity, but both are now in a real position to 

compete and beat most other direct response channels in the ROI stakes. 

For as long as this is the case, graphs like the one below, from the IAB/PwC, will continue to see an 

upward trajectory for spend on paid social.

http://www.iabuk.net/research/digital-adspend
http://www.emarketer.com/Article/Social-Network-Ad-Spending-Hit-2368-Billion-Worldwide-2015/1012357
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Who are the players?

With Facebook and Twitter dominating the social sphere for the past decade, it’s difficult to look past 

the pair in blue when it comes to paid social advertising. 

On their path of rapid evolution, one might be excused for missing the finer details of their progress. 

Here is where both stand in terms of ground made in the performance vertical, and the progress 

made by some of their competitors in a similar vein.

Facebook

It should come as no surprise that with 30 million active users daily (UK), Facebook is the platform 

for businesses looking to scale campaigns in a cost-effective way. Staying on top of digital trends 

has allowed Facebook to sell itself as a ‘mobile-first’ company, with 27 million users (UK) visiting the 

platform daily from a mobile device. 

Developments in measurement have kept Facebook at the cutting edge of online marketing. Whilst 

incorporating its own conversion tracking, the network is now looking to breach the online/offline gap 

when it comes to in-store visits. Local awareness objectives now let businesses measure the amount 

of shop visits and in-store sales their Facebook advertising is driving, attributing a direct value to any 

given campaign.

All of the above makes Facebook a compelling proposition for marketers in 2016 and a key one for the 

future, as shown by its dedicated advertiser page.

Twitter

Like Facebook, much has been made of the way Twitter has progressed in the performance sphere. 

Despite facing stiff competition from its older cousin, Twitter now offers many of the ad offerings 

boasted by Mark Zuckerberg’s social behemoth. Away from the similarities, the ability to target by 

keyword allows a level of granularity not evident in Facebook, meaning a business can stay relevant 

and, more importantly, become part of the live conversation. 

Hijacking these moments can be pivotal when targeting users in the consideration and purchase 

process. Here is Twitter’s explaination of its ad offering.

http://www.managementtoday.co.uk/article/1381279/mark-zuckerbergs-mobile-first-strategy-pays-off-facebook
http://performancein.com/news/2016/06/15/facebook-ads-will-track-where-what-and-when-shoppers-buy-offline/
https://www.facebook.com/business/products/ads
https://business.twitter.com/en/targeting/keywords.html
https://business.twitter.com/en/targeting/keywords.html
https://business.twitter.com/en/advertising.html
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Instagram/Pinterest/Snapchat

Instagram, Pinterest and Snapchat all bring with them a heavy millennial audience who arrive with a 

consideration mindset. All three platforms tick the box for smartphone usage, with Snapchat earning 

extra points for being only available on mobile.

Although smaller than its owner in Facebook, Instagram has all the same direct response capabilities, 

making it a powerful player in the millennial market. 

Pinterest and Snapchat also harbour interesting performance tactics. With 93% of ‘Pinners’ using the 

site to plan or make purchases both online and offline, there are signs that it can become an emerging 

performance channel with the right formats. 

Snapchat might not be quite there for the direct response brands, and its very first ad formats sought 

a huge amount of criticism, but the foundations (and traffic) are there to make it an exciting channel. 

Only time will tell if it can join the rest on the performance podium. 

If you’d like to learn more about the above, Instagram, Pinterest and Snapchat all have advertiser 

pages explaining what they offer.

YouTube

Despite Facebook’s huge progress in video over the past year, YouTube continues to be a powerful 

player in social media. 

The Google-owned media-sharing platform continues to evolve, and the true view ad format is 

difficult to beat from a performance video perspective. Here are some of its other offerings, primed 

for targeting the site’s one-billion strong user base.

Where does social fit in?

It’s safe to say that the era of organic reach or campaigns going viral is over. The former is shrinking 

as more content is fighting to be seen on users’ crowded newsfeeds, and social platforms are actively 

pushing brands down the paid route in response. 

Paid social is 100% necessary in order to create and build effective and successful campaigns which 

target the consumer at every step of the funnel. 

https://business.pinterest.com/en/blog/how-pinterest-drives-purchases-online-and
https://business.instagram.com/advertising
https://ads.pinterest.com/
https://www.snapchat.com/ads
http://www.wsj.com/articles/facebook-to-sell-video-ads-on-behalf-of-other-firms-1463407203
http://www.wsj.com/articles/facebook-to-sell-video-ads-on-behalf-of-other-firms-1463407203
https://www.thinkwithgoogle.com/products/youtube-trueview.html
https://www.youtube.com/yt/advertise/en-GB/
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Fortunately there is a channel and format that can accommodate any business objective; from 

increasing awareness about your company with pre-roll on YouTube, and generating demand for your 

product with a Canvas format on Facebook, to bringing users down the funnel through remarketing. 

Businesses can also collect information from lead cards on Twitter, as well as encourage engagement 

with inspiring content on Instagram. While for B2B groups, there’s a chance to build communities of 

like-minded professionals on LinkedIn. 

But can a business have a social presence without having to rely on paying for it?

In short, organic and paid are meant to be working together, as one can benefit from the other. Strong 

content should be the backbone of a brand’s social strategy as that’s what makes users engage, but it 

is the investment behind it that can guarantee that the message will be put in front of the right people 

at scale.

Users and businesses can participate in relevant conversations that are happening on social. 

However, by amplifying the plethora of formats that this has to offer, a brand can stand out from 

the crowd. 

It used to be that social media was a channel that struggled to prove ROI. The period of gunning 

for likes and comments is over; now, direct response activity with a clear call to action can help a 

business generate additional and measurable returns.

Key Considerations

There are a number of factors to consider before, during and after the running of any paid social 

campaign, with the planning phase being the most important to ensure everything runs effectively. 

Here are a few from each stage to bear in mind:

https://canvas.facebook.com/
https://business.twitter.com/en/help/campaign-editing-and-optimization/optimizing-for-leads-campaigns.html
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Before 

• • Objectives – Are you running a brand awareness or a direct response campaign? This will 

affect everything from channel selection right through to the creative you use. Are there any 

other objectives you can build in, such as driving store visits, or encouraging conversations?

• • Tracking – Are retargeting and conversion tracking tags in place and working correctly? 

• • 1st & 3rd-party data – What data do you have that can be used? 

• • Creative – Does it align with any landing pages? Is it appropriate for the audience? Do you 

have a range of options available for testing? Can it be used across ad formats?

• • Devices – In our own experience, around 90% of ad inventory on Facebook is served on 

mobile devices. Twitter and Instagram have even higher rates in this vein, with 99% of 

impressions on the latter being served on mobile. Although LinkedIn and Pinterest lag 

behind, even on these channels over 50% of inventory is on mobile. While campaigns are 

typically built using desktop devices, it’s important to adopt a mobile-first approach when it 

comes to creative and think about how your users will interact with your ads. 

• • Targeting – Each channel has its own distinct targeting options, and this should be 

researched carefully during the planning phase, as the availability of different targeting types 

may influence fundamental decisions, like how much budget to allocate to each. 

During 

• • Optimisation – Most of the social networks have built-in optimisation systems which are 

charged with delivering the best-performing creative to the most relevant audience. However, 

some human input is always useful for getting rid of underperforming creative, adding new 

ad variations, changing bids and budgets based on performance or adjusting the targeting.

• • Delivery – Check daily to make sure the campaign is delivering the required amount of 

impressions/clicks/conversions and adjust budgets if needed. 

After 

• • Performance – Did the campaign meet your objectives? Which networks, targeting groups 

and creative drove the best results? What can be improved for next time? Can learnings be 

fed back to into the planning to make future campaigns more efficient?

• • Deactivation – Ensure any campaigns that should no longer be running are switched off and 

will not reactivate based on any automated rules or when budgets are reset.

Where is social going next?

While social has now firmly secured its place on the media plan, it will only remain there as long as it 

evolves with the technology and consumers. 
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We have seen that recently with innovations like 360-degree video, cross-device tracking and almost 

weekly releases of new ad formats; all catering for brands looking to achieve a wide range of KPIs in 

one platform. But what will the next wave of changes be? 

Well, social has always been a great channel for reach, scale, targeting, frequency of use and data 

insight, but has (arguably) struggled to perform in comparison to search when it comes to driving 

direct sales. There’s a real opportunity to develop social as a more direct performance channel as 

Facebook, Pinterest and Twitter continue to expand the use of “Buy Now” buttons.

Social networks will face ongoing concerns about how they keep their audiences engaged and coming 

back. There are degrees of overlap between social channels, but we are seeing more and more 

distinctions which allow users to take a ‘portfolio’ approach to their social activity. The average social 

networker has seven accounts, but we’ve seen dwindling levels of engagement as people lose the 

impetus to create content across multiple channels. Social networks are responding to this by taking 

a more editorial-led approach, as seen in features like Twitter’s Moments, Facebook’s Instant Articles 

and Snapchat’s Discover, but advertisers need to be aware that people may be on ‘consume’ mode 

rather than ‘interaction’ mode when they log-in.

As platforms diversify it will become more and more important for brands to take a ‘platform-

first’ approach to content creation on social, and make sure their ads and copy are tailored to 

the environment on which it sits. This would seem like a given, but there is still a high degree of 

repurposing within today’s campaigns.

As engagement has dwindled on social platforms, Messenger apps (WhatsApp, Facebook Messenger) 

have become people’s priority platforms for communication. This provokes an issue for advertisers 

as there are fewer opportunities for traditional advertising, and potentially a smaller pool of 

audiences on the main networks. It will be interesting to see whether the aforementioned platforms 

will do anything about monetising these features.

Finally, we have seen the likes of Google push heavily into both location-based targeting, as well 

as ROPO (research online, purchase offline) studies. Facebook’s latest announcements show that 

both are areas worth diving into, and from a marketer’s perspective, this is near enough the holy 

grail of advertising.

http://www.globalwebindex.net/blog/internet-users-have-average-of-7-social-accounts
https://about.twitter.com/moments
https://instantarticles.fb.com/
https://support.snapchat.com/en-GB/a/discover-how-to
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Case study – Topman and Maxus: Data-Driven Fashion

The challenge

Working with popular high street brand Topman, the 

challenge for Maxus was to increase revenue driven 

through paid social without requiring additional 

budget or a significant increase in resource time.

The solution

Maxus worked with Topman’s internal CRM team 

to build out detailed audiences and then integrate 

Topman’s e-commerce product feed with software 

from StitcherAds to allow highly targeted and relevant 

ads to be shown to consumers. 

The innovative solution delivered the following strategic advantages:

• • Efficiency – Leveraging the product feed saves a lot of time, with all creative being managed 

by the technology and targeted to an audience that updates in real time.

• • Accuracy – Using the product feed and an automated system to create ads enabled Maxus 

to remove the element of human error that is normally associated with ad creation.

• • Scalability – Most audience lists update in real time as site traffic grows, so increased activity 

on all other channels delivered an associated uplift in volume through this campaign.

• • Cross-device compatibility – The dynamic product ads allowed Maxus to reach users on any 

device, irrespective of which one they used to visit Topman’s website. This was particularly 

effective in driving conversions on desktop for journeys that began on mobile devices.

The results

• • Sales more than tripled

• • Revenue quadrupled

• • ROI increased by 400%

• • Average order value increased by 21%

• • No additional resource was required 
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